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"Stephen acted for my client on a very complex claim. He was very
hands on in understanding the detailed drawings and how damage
may have arisen from the contractual work executed. Good inter
personal skills helped resolve a difficult situation."
(Brian Robson, Head of Construction, Lothbury UK )

 0845 077 9576       stephen.lewis@freeths.co.uk

Stephen has over 20 years of dispute resolution experience, serving the requirements of businesses, insurance
companies and private individuals.

Stephen’s areas of expertise include Fleet and Highways Damage Recoveries Programmes and Material Damage
– Flood, Fire, Subsidence, Landslip and Impact. He is also a specialist in Product Liability, Professional Negligence
Claims and Disputes regarding Insurance Policy, Commercial Contracts and Construction.

Stephen is listed as a Recommended Lawyer in the Legal 500 (2020 edition).

Dispute Management

Selected Cases

Stephen creates and manages Damage to Crown Property (“DCP”) recovery programmes on behalf of a
number of road network operators. He also manages and creates fleet damage programmes for logistics
companies and their insurers.
Recovering the reinstatement/repair costs of a fire caused by electrical contractors for a high net worth
client in Chelsea.
Acting on behalf of a global drinks manufacturer, following the recall of promotional tea mugs in a £1.3
million action against the product supplier.
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Defending a major construction company in an action by a local authority, following the failure of a sewer
upgrade scheme.

Insurance

Selected Cases

Pursued group litigation in the Technology and Construction Court for 22 residents in Rochdale, following
landslip damage to their homes which arose from neighbouring construction work, resulting in a £1
million+ settlement.
Defended a hoist manufacturer in a £1.5 million indemnity action, arising from catastrophic injury
suffered by the end user.
Advised the end supplier of the defective control system upon insurance policy issues, following the
Buncefield refinery explosion.
Acted for a local authority that had been refused indemnity by their insurers in the employer’s liability
insurance policy trigger test case. The claim was pursued in the High Court, Court of Appeal and Supreme
Court and was successful throughout.
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